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Collaboratory for the Study of Earthquake Predictability

•  CSEP goal is an infrastructure for conducting earthquake predictability 
experiments and research. This entails: 

–  Rigorous procedures for registering forecasting and prediction experiments 

–  Reproducible evaluations of predictability hypotheses and forecasting models 

–  Automated, blind, prospective testing in a standardized, controlled environment 
(“zero degrees of freedom”) 

–  Community-endorsed standards for assessing forecasts & predictions 
–  Experiments in a variety of tectonic environments 

•  Why? 
–  Understand earthquake predictability, brick-by-brick 

–  Reduce controversies surrounding earthquake prediction 

–  Help government agencies in assessing the utility of earthquake forecasts and 
predictions in the context of risk reduction.  

Jordan (2006) 
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Current CSEP Capabilities

•  Almost all forecasts generated on CSEP servers: 
–  Reproducibility, transparency, zero-degrees-of-freedom 

•  Externally-generated forecasts and predictions (EFPs): 
–  Via defined xml schema and file-copying transmission protocol 

•  Forecasts are epicenter-based:  
–  authoritative, independent data sources (e.g. ANSS) 

•  Forecast horizons:  
–  30 mins, 1 day, 1 month, 3 months, 1yr, 5yrs 

•  Forecast updates: 
–  updating interval = forecast horizon (no updates after quakes) 
–  One retrospective experiment allows updating after pre-defined eqks 

•  Forecast specification:  
–  Expected number per forecast horizon, per 0.1 deg spatial bin, per 0.1 

magnitude bin; variance based on the Poisson distribution 
–  No space-time correlations within bins/forecast horizons 



Requirements for CSEP Testing of CISM Forecasts

•  Develop CSEP capabilities to: 
–  Evaluate forecasts that are updated on an earthquake-basis 
–  Evaluate forecasts of (finite) rupture rather than of nucleation 
–  Assign large earthquakes to faults and/or fault segments in a manner 

that’s automated and consistent with a model (identification problem) 
–  Evaluate predictive skill of sets of simulations with space-time 

correlations preserved rather than expected (mean) rates in spatial cells 
assumed to be independent of each other 

–  Compare skill of existing forecasts to CISM forecasts 
–  Compare CISM forecasts to empirical (finite-rupture) benchmarks 

•  Synergies with current CSEP activities 
–  Ensemble modeling: simulator forecasts may apply only to some 

earthquakes; mixing with existing forecasts could apply to all eqks 
–  Testing UCERF3: finite ruptures; sets of simulations; event-based 

updating; 
–  Event-based updating of forecasts; preserving space-time correlations; 



Year 1?

•  What types of forecasts will CISM produce? 

•  How can CSEP help identify model strengths/weaknesses? 

•  Start simply: 
–  epicenter-based forecasts 
–  assess spatial and magnitude coverage of forecast for testability 
–  retrospective forecast experiments 

•  Build benchmarking into model development:  
–  Compare forecast performance with existing CSEP and reference models 

•  Develop CSEP capabilities to  
–  Evaluate simulations of correlated eqks 
–  Evaluate forecasts updated after earthquakes 
–  Evaluate forecasts of earthquakes on faults 


